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Full Roof
Replacement

Rock Chapel, a historic building
renowned for its architectural
significance, required a comprehensive
roof replacement to preserve its heritage
while ensuring structural integrity.
Cornish Roofing Company were asked to
undertake this meticulous process of
replacing Rock Chapel's roof using
natural grey slate and traditional
reclaimed ridge, seamlessly blending
modern durability with timeless
aesthetics.



The Project

Rock Chapel stands as a testament to
architectural excellence, embodying the
rich heritage of its community. Over
time, the original roofing materials had
deteriorated, necessitating a thoughtful
restoration to uphold the building's
historical charm whilst safeguarding the
structure.



There were several challenges that we
worked through including the need to
source authentic natural grey slate and
reclaimed ridge materials that aligned
with the building's original design.
Additionally, ensuring structural
compatibility and weather resilience
without compromising the historical
integrity posed a significant challenge. 

Challenges



What we did

We selected natural grey slate
from quarries renowned for
their quality and authenticity.
This slate, renowned for its
durability and aesthetic appeal,
closely resembled the original
roofing material, ensuring a
seamless integration with Rock
Chapel's historic architecture.
Complementing the slate,
traditional reclaimed ridge tiles
were sourced to maintain
authenticity and enhance the
building's character.
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Implementation

The implementation phase commenced
with careful removal of the existing roof,
preserving salvageable materials for reuse
where feasible. Skilled craftsmen then
installed the natural grey slate, aligning
each tile to achieve a uniform and visually
striking finish. The reclaimed ridge tiles
were expertly positioned, accentuating the
roof's contours and paying homage to
traditional roofing practices.
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Outcome

The completion of the roof replacement
heralded a new chapter in Rock Chapel's
storied history. The natural grey slate
exuded timeless elegance, harmonising
with the building's surroundings and
evoking a sense of nostalgia. The
traditional reclaimed ridge tiles added a
rustic charm, accentuating the roof's
architectural features while showcasing
the mastery of heritage conservation
techniques.



Successful
Restoration

The successful restoration of Rock
Chapel's roofing system stands as a
testament to the seamless fusion of
heritage preservation and modern
craftsmanship. By employing natural
grey slate and traditional reclaimed ridge
tiles, the project not only ensured
structural longevity but also celebrated
the building's cultural significance. Rock
Chapel continues to stand proudly, its
restored roof bearing witness to a legacy
preserved for generations to come.
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